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Abstract: Climate change and the depletion of fossil fuels make it urgent to find an alternative to
oil-based fuels, especially in machines powered by internal combustion engines. Biomass is currently
a poorly used source of energy and meets the necessary conditions to replace a large part of oil-
based fuels. However, current engines cannot burn solid biomass and a specific engine needs to be
developed. This work proposes the thermodynamic cycle of a biomass-fueled internal combustion
engine. The cycle is significantly different from the Otto cycle, since compression and heat absorption
occur simultaneously, in a single stage. Since it is not possible to find a function that relates pressure
to volume at this stage, an approximate method is proposed to solve the cycle without resorting to
numerical methods. The results show that the maximum pressure and temperature of a biomass-
fueled engine cycle are somewhat higher than those of the equivalent Otto cycle. However, more
significantly, the cycle efficiency does not increase continuously with the compression ratio. There is
an optimum compression ratio value for which the cycle efficiency is at its maximum. This fact will
condition the design of the motors.

Keywords: biomass; alternative fuels; combustion engine; thermodynamic cycle

1. Introduction

Fossil fuels are currently a fundamental pillar of society. Food production, mining and
transportation depend on energy obtained from internal combustion engines that use oil-
based fuels. The substitution of these fuels is an essential task since: (1) As the latest IPCC
(Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change) report warns, the emission of greenhouse
gases causes climate change that is seriously affecting society [1]; (2) The location of oil
reserves generates serious geopolitical problems [2]; and (3) Oil is a finite energy source
that, at current consumption rates, will be depleted before the end of the century [3].

Numerous studies address this problem, on the one hand, by evaluating alternative
fuels [4], on the other hand, through the electrification of motor machines [5]. However,
the alternatives proposed so far have only succeeded in replacing fossil fuels in specific ap-
plications and present strong drawbacks for large-scale implementation. The fundamental
reason is that oil is a source of energy and can only be replaced by another source of energy.
The problem must, therefore, be approached from an energy point of view.

In the case of ethanol, despite its widespread use in mixture with gasoline [6], several
studies indicate that the classical process of alcoholic fermentation is not energetically viable.
Producing ethanol requires 29% more energy than ethanol itself contains as fuel [7]. Recent
research [8–10] contemplates the production of ethanol from the cellulose of agricultural
by-products and indicates that improvement in the hydrolysis stage is necessary to achieve
a viable and sustainable process.

The production of biogas, obtained from the anaerobic digestion of organic matter,
is another source of renewable fuel. With a methane content of 60% [11], it can be used
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as fuel in generator sets for the production of electrical energy [12]. The usefulness of
anaerobic digestion as a waste treatment process is undeniable, but the slowness of the
process, the low yield (less than 45% under laboratory conditions) [13,14] and its sensitivity
to the digested matter properties [15] prevent biogas’s use as a fuel on a large scale.

The production of biodiesel from energy crops is considered energetically viable [16–18],
generating about three to four times more fuel than contained in the crop itself. However,
the production of biodiesel requires the use of farmland that could be used for food
production. This can lead to a problem if there is not enough wasteland. As an example, in
the case of Spain, to cover its gasoline and diesel needs [19], approximately 38.63 × 106 ha
(76% of the national territory) should be allocated to sunflower cultivation. Thus, the large
amount of land needed makes biodiesel an alternative to only partially replace fuels.

Pyrolysis oils are a product obtained through the decomposition of organic matter
when subjected to high temperatures. The energy efficiency of the process to obtain
pyrolysis oils is high, from 70% to 80% [20]. However, several studies have pointed out
that pyrolysis oils are not a suitable fuel for diesel engines [21], which are very sensitive to
the quality of the fuel used [22].

Hydrogen obtained from the electrolysis of water is being considered as a possible
substitute for fossil fuels [23]. Its production requires large amounts of electrical energy
from renewable sources [24]. As long as the price of electricity is not drastically reduced,
hydrogen from natural gas through steam reforming will continue to be used [25]. In
addition, several authors have pointed out the danger associated with hydrogen [26,27]
due to its flammable nature, high storage pressures [28] and the embrittlement it can cause
in metals [29].

In recent years, the electrification of automotive machines has been considered one
of the strongest alternatives to reduce dependence on oil [30]. Electric batteries allow the
accumulation of electrical energy and its subsequent use in machines that use electric
motors. However, they have several limitations: (1) The low energy density of the batteries,
1000 kJ/kg [30], limits the autonomy of vehicles and increases their unladen mass, which
decreases their payload; (2) Recharging is a slow process that requires powerful electrical
connection points,; and (3) Renewable energy sources are not always available and, as long
as energy storage systems are not improved, batteries should be charged only when power
is available [31]. Therefore, the use of batteries is, for now, limited to light machines [32].

All the alternatives presented above are helping to achieve independence from oil, but
their implementation is slow due to the difficulties already mentioned. If we focus on the
use of biomass (untransformed) as an energy source, we can observe several qualities that
make it an appropriate candidate to replace fossil fuels in some applications. (1) It can be
obtained in large quantities from agricultural or forestry residues [33]. (2) It is considered a
renewable energy source. The CO2 emitted in combustion is reabsorbed in plant growth.
(3) Its energy density is high, around 15,000 kJ/kg [34], although lower than that of oil-
based fuels. (4) It is handled with ease and it can be stored safely. (5) Its use allows the
reduction in energy dependence of many countries because, unlike oil, most countries have
sources of biomass in their territory. (6) Additionally, it is a source of energy that is not
properly used [35] and is compatible with food production [36].

Biomass is currently a fuel widely used in boilers [37] for heat production, but it is not
used in internal combustion engines. Biomass burns in a solid state and current engines run
on liquid or gaseous fuels [22]. However, until the popularization of oil-based fuels, gas
from wood gasification was a fuel used in spark-ignition engines [38]. Moreover, as early
as 1924, a solid fuel internal combustion engine was patented [39], proving that biomass
could be used as fuel in the form of granules (see Figure 1).
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Subsequently, there have been other patents in this regard [40,41]. Additionally,
attempts to use biomass as fuel by finely pulverizing it have also been made [42,43], but
have been unsuccessful.

Climate change, geopolitical tensions and the increase in the price of raw materials
make it necessary to advance in the energy transition and, because of this, the use of
biomass as fuel in internal combustion engines can be a key alternative. These engines
would allow the use of energy from agricultural and forestry by-products, abundant in
practically every part of the world.

For the correct development of a biomass engine, it is convenient to know its ther-
modynamic cycle, which, although similar to that developed by old hot-bulb engines [44],
is significantly different from that developed for spark ignition engines or diesel engines.
Compared to the Otto cycle, the cycle has one less stage; compression and heat absorption
(combustion) occur simultaneously.

The proposed engine has several important differences from other internal combustion
engines. The main difference is the use of a combustion chamber separated from the
cylinder by a perforated grille. The grille allows gas exchange between the chamber and
the cylinder, but retains the fuel in the combustion chamber. In other engines, the fuel is
dosed exactly so that approximately stoichiometric combustion occurs. If excess fuel is
introduced, it is expelled without being burned, along with the exhaust gases. However, in
the proposed engine, the fuel pellets remain in the chamber at a temperature higher than
the ignition temperature.

During compression, oxygen entry into the chamber resumes combustion. The com-
bustion occurs whenever oxygen is present in the chamber. The fuel pellets burn in parallel
layers for several cycles, until they are so small that they pass through the grille and are
expelled along with the exhaust gases. Similarly, the power delivered by the engine is
limited by restricting the amount of air entering the cylinder.

This paper has the following objectives: (1) Define the thermodynamic cycle of a
biomass-fueled internal combustion engine, establishing its different stages; (2) Represent
the cycle in p–V and T–s diagrams; (3) Obtain approximate equations that allow the study
of the cycle directly, without resorting to iterative methods; and (4) Compare the proposed
cycle with the Otto cycle.
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2. Methods
2.1. Introduction
2.1.1. Engine Diagram and Duty Cycle Characterization

Most of the components of a biomass-fueled engine are common with other internal
combustion engines (Figure 2), but it does have characteristic components. For example, the
feeder introduces the fuel pellets directly into the combustion chamber, preventing the gases
present in it from leaving. Fuel feeding is not synchronized with the thermodynamic cycle.
To replenish the fuel consumed, fuel can be introduced at any time during engine operation.
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For cold starting, an auxiliary device is necessary to raise the temperature of the
fuel present in the combustion chamber above the flash point, so that combustion starts
spontaneously as soon as oxygen enters the chamber. While the engine is running, the
combustion chamber walls and the grille reach very high temperatures. For this reason, they
must be made of refractory materials. In addition, it is necessary to equip the combustion
chamber with a device for extracting ash or other unburned solids. Moreover, because the
exhaust gases drag the ash resulting from combustion and other waste, it is essential to
install a filter that retains them to prevent their emission into the atmosphere. An external
blower can be used for gas sweeping. In this way, the crankcase can be used to contain the
lubricating oil.

The duty cycle is composed of three distinct stages (Table 1, Figure 3).
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Table 1. Stages of the duty cycle of a biomass-fueled engine.

I. Compression and absorption of heat (combustion).
The gases present in the cylinder are compressed and
introduced into the combustion chamber, where
oxygen is consumed, raising the temperature of the
gases present in the combustion chamber.

II. Adiabatic expansion. The gases resulting from
combustion expand in the cylinder, doing work.

III. Isochoric heat transfer, gas sweeping of the
cylinder. The gases present in the cylinder are replaced
by air from the atmosphere, whose temperature is
lower. The gases present are expelled by the exhaust.
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Figure 3. Graphical representation of the cycle in a p–V diagram.

A characteristic of this cycle is that the compression and absorption of heat (com-
bustion) occur simultaneously, in a single stage (I, Figure 3). During compression, the
gases contained in the cylinder gradually enter the combustion chamber. At the end of
compression (I, Figure 3), the volume of the cylinder is zero and all gases are contained in
the combustion chamber. Since combustion is supposed to occur instantaneously as soon
as air enters the combustion chamber, combustion (and, therefore, heat absorption) will be
finished at the end of compression.

The other two stages of the cycle are simpler. The expansion (II, Figure 3) is an
adiabatic transformation, and pressure and temperature of the gases present in the com-
bustion chamber and in the cylinder are the same. This is explained by the fact that all
the gases come from the combustion chamber and, therefore, they start from the same
initial conditions.

The third stage (III, Figure 3) is an isochoric heat release. What actually occurs is that
the piston uncovers the exhaust port. Then, the gases undergo a free expansion (p2 → p0 )
and, after that, the gases contained in the cylinder are replaced by air taken from the
atmosphere. An important detail is that only the gases in the cylinder are replaced, while
those in the combustion chamber remain in the conditions they were in after free expansion.
This means that the temperature of the gases present in the combustion chamber after
expansion is an initial condition of the compression stage.

The above description corresponds to a two-stroke engine, in which a cycle is com-
pleted with a decrease and a subsequent increase in cylinder volume. In a four-stroke
engine, it is necessary to decrease and increase the additional volume to evacuate the gases
present in the cylinder and replace them with air. In these additional variations of the
cylinder volume, the pressure remains low and no work is done, so it does not influence the
thermodynamic cycle. Another difference is that, at the end of the expansion time, instead
of uncovering the exhaust port, the exhaust valve opens to allow the gases to exit.

2.1.2. System Setup

A distinctive feature of the duty cycle of a biomass-fueled engine is that it occurs in two
separate but interrelated chambers: the cylinder and the combustion chamber (Figure 4).
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The cylinder is a variable volume chamber, while the combustion chamber volume is
fixed, that is, VB = const. The grille allows gas exchange between both chambers when the
pressures in them are different (until the pressure differences between them balance) but
prevents the mixing of gases between the chambers. The gases contained in both chambers
may have different compositions and temperatures, so that:

pA = pB = p Pressure is identical in both chambers.
TA 6= TB In contrast, temperatures may be different.

2.1.3. Assumed Simplifications

To carry out the study, the following simplifications were assumed:

1. The gases present in the chambers are considered to respond to the ideal diatomic gas
laws. The engines run on air, which is mainly composed of nitrogen. Under working
conditions, at relatively low pressures and well above its boiling point, nitrogen, and,
therefore, air, behaves practically like a diatomic ideal gas.

2. Nitrogen is considered an inert gas throughout the cycle. It does not react on combustion.
3. The specific heats of the gases, cp and cv, are considered constant throughout the

pressure and temperature range of the cycle.
4. There are no thermal exchanges between the gases present in the chambers and their

walls, or with the outside. Actually, there is considerable heat loss through the walls
of the chambers. To obtain more realistic results, a lower value for the calorific value
of the fuel (C) can be chosen.

5. Combustion is considered an instantaneous phenomenon. Oxygen entering the
combustion chamber is immediately consumed in combustion, producing heat.

6. All the heat produced in combustion is used to heat the gases present in the combus-
tion chamber.

7. The total number of moles of gas remains constant after combustion, that is, nA + nB =
const. Actually, the number is increased a little by fuel breakdown.

8. The volume of the combustion chamber occupied by the fuel remains constant., that is,
fC = const. Actually, combustion produces a small decrease in the volume occupied
by the fuel.

9. Volume variations of the combustion chamber caused by the fuel supply system are
not considered, VB = const.

10. At the end of the compression stroke, the volume of the cylinder is considered to be
reduced to zero. All the gases present in the cylinder enter the combustion chamber.

Furthermore, the combustion chamber is full of fuel pellets at all times, so the volume
that must be taken for the study (VB) is less than its total volume (VC). Although the
chamber is completely filled with fuel granules, there are gaps between the granules
through which the gases can flow. The sum of the volume of these gaps gives VB. The
volume filled by the fuel pellets is approximately half the total volume of the combustion
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chamber. The fill factor (fc) is the amount of the combustion chamber volume occupied by
the fuel. VB is obtained from the following equation:

VB = VC(1− fC). (1)

Hereinafter, the value of VB will be considered constant due to simplifications 8 and 9
listed above.

2.2. Compression Stage Study

Compression is the most particular stage of the cycle. The expansion and sweeping of
gases are identical to those of the Otto cycle and are already defined in thermodynamics
books. It is necessary to obtain an equation that relates the pressure to the volume of the
cylinder during compression. Subsequently, the equation will be integrated to obtain the
work done by compression (WI). Once WI is known, it can be added to WII and divided by
the absorbed heat Q to obtain the cycle efficiency (η).

dW = p dV (2)

WI =
∫ 1

0
p dV (3)

η =
WI + WII

Q
(4)

During the compression stage, both chambers have the same pressure, but different
temperatures. Additionally, there is a transfer of the gases present from VA to VB that ends
when VA = 0. This transfer of gases determines the rate of combustion and, therefore, the
rate of heat absorption. It is considered that the heat is fully absorbed by the gases present
in the combustion chamber, raising its temperature (Figure 5). Compression in the cylinder
is an adiabatic process. There is no heat exchange in it.
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The sign criterion taken in the study, applied to the first principle of thermodynamics,
is as follows:

∆U = Q−W (5)

Heat is positive when it is added to the system. Work is negative when it is added to
the system, so that:

Q > 0 (6)

WA < 0 (7)
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WB < 0 (8)

WI = WA + WB (9)

During compression, both the gases present in the cylinder (VA) and those in the
combustion chamber (VB) do work. It seems contradictory that work can be done in the
combustion chamber, whose volume is constant (VB = const). Work is done because,
during compression, gases from the cylinder enter the combustion chamber, compressing
those that are already inside.

For simplicity and so that the results can be extrapolated to any motor, the study has
been carried out on a molar basis. The moles of gas present in the chambers add up to 1
kmol at all times. Then:

nA + nB = 1 (10)

In this way, the volume of the cylinder and the combustion chamber is indifferent.
Only the relationship between them matters, which is fixed by the compression ratio (rc).

rc =
VA0 + VB

VB
(11)

2.2.1. Initial Conditions

The initial conditions of the cycle are the following:

• p0 Pressure at the beginning of compression;
• TA0 Temperature in the cylinder at the beginning of compression;
• rc Compression ratio;
• C Heating value of the fuel per kmol of air consumed.

In addition to these conditions, the initial temperature of the combustion chamber
(TB0) is needed to start the calculation of the compression process, but this requires solving
the entire cycle. Thus, we need to estimate a value for TB0. Once the cycle is resolved,
another value of TB0 is obtained. Then, it can be compared with the value used to start
the calculation. If the values are different, the value of TB0 obtained must be taken to
recalculate the cycle, obtaining another value of TB0 closer to the true value. In this case, it
has been considered that the calculation is valid when the estimated value of TB0 and the
value obtained differ by less than 0.1%.

Fortunately, the initial value of TB0 has little influence on the calculation. This is be-
cause, in practice, rc is always greater than 5, so VA0 is much greater than VB. Furthermore,
it is always true that TB0 > TA0, so at the beginning of the compression, nA0 � nB0. There
is very little gas in the combustion chamber, so its initial temperature has little influence on
the calculation. Thus, the following value of TB0 for the first calculation is recommended:

TB0 ≈ 2TA0 (12)

The TB0 value will be corrected in successive calculations until a value with an accept-
able error is obtained.

2.2.2. Calculation of Chamber Volumes

Once the initial conditions have been defined, the next step is to calculate both the
initial volume of the cylinder (VA0) and that of the combustion chamber (VB), assuming a
total of 1 kmol of gases. The system of equations to be solved is as follows:

p0VA0 = nA0RTA0
p0VB = nB0RTB0

nA0 + nB0 = 1
rc =

VA0+VB
VB

 (13)
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Solving for VA0, VB and nA0, and substituting in rc:

rc =
(1− nB0)TA0

nB0TB0
(14)

Now we can solve for the value of nB0:

nB0 =
TA0

(rc − 1)TB0 + TA0
(15)

Substituting in the other equations, we obtain the volumes of the chambers:

nA0 = 1− TA0

(rc − 1)TB0 + TA0
(16)

VA0 =

(
1− TA0

(rc − 1)TB0 + TA0

)
RTA0

p0
(17)

VB =
TA0

(rc − 1)TB0 + TA0

RTB0

p0
(18)

2.2.3. Obtaining the p(v) Equation of Compression

To define the equation that relates pressure to volume during compression, the dimen-
sionless variable x, which is a number between 0 and 1, is assumed. At the beginning of
compression, x = 0 and, at the end, x = 1. Therefore, x defines the value of the volume of
the cylinder:

VA = (1− x)VA0 (19)

x is not a required variable. VA could be used directly in the calculation, but using x
allows the unbinding of the results from the volume and its units, relating the compression
progress to a dimensionless number. In short, the use of x simplifies the calculation.

Assuming that the pressure is the same in both chambers, the equations that define
the state of the gases are the following:

p =
nARTA

VA
=

nBRTB

VB
(20)

These equations must be written as a function of x and nt, which is the number of
moles of gas that, in this state of compression, have been transferred from VA to VB. Then:

p =
(nA0 − nt)RTA

(1− x)VA0
=

(nB0 + nt)RTB

VB
(21)

In contrast, TB depends on not only p, but also on Q and WB. According to the first
law of thermodynamics:

∆UB = Q−WB (22)

Knowing that:
∆UB = cv(TB − TB0) (23)

Q is a function of C and nt according to the following equation:

Q = Cnt (24)

Then:
cv(TB − TB0) = Cnt −WB (25)
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However, WB depends on the value that p has taken since the beginning of the compression:

WB =
∫ x

0
p dVB (26)

This fact has an important consequence: it is not possible to determine the pressure
in a compression state without first determining the pressure of all the previous states
from the beginning of the compression. That is, the different states of compression must
be calculated from the beginning of the compression. In addition, the work done by
compression has to be calculated together with the pressure in the chambers, because both
quantities are related. Therefore, there is not an equation p(v) that links pressure to volume
during the compression stage of the cycle. The same goes for the work done.

2.3. Iterative-Numerical Method for Cycle Calculation

Since it is not possible to obtain the p(v) equation for the cycle compression, the
following calculation procedure is proposed (see Figure 6). The value of WB will be
obtained through numerical integration.
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1. The pressure depends on the work done from the beginning of the compression. Thus,
the calculation must start at x = 0:

p = p0 (27)

TA = TA0 (28)

TB = TB0 (29)

The values of p0 and TA0 are known and the value of TB0 is estimated. For the first
iteration, TB0 = 2TA0. All of them allow values for nB0 and nA0 to be obtained:

nB0 =
TA0

(rc − 1)TB0 + TA0
(30)

nA0 = 1− nB0 (31)

2. The compression process must be divided into small intervals (for example: x = 0;
x = 0.01; x = 0.02; etc.) so that it can be assumed that the quantities involved (p, TA,
TB and nt) vary linearly within each of the intervals. This allows the calculation of
the work done in each interval by applying the trapezoidal rule, considering only the
pressure and the number of moles at the beginning and at the end of each of them.

3. First, the pressure at the end of the interval p′ must be estimated, always satisfying
p < p′ because the pressure increases continuously during compression.

4. The work done is calculated with the trapezoidal rule using the estimated pressure value:

w =
(p + p′)

2
(
v− v′

)
(32)

where v and v′ take the following values:

v = (1− x)VA0 + VB (33)

v′ =
(
1− x′

)
VA0 + VB (34)

5. Since the compression in the cylinder is adiabatic, the value of T′A can be calculated
using the following equation:

T′A = TA

(
p
p′

) 1−γ
γ

(35)

6. Then, n′A, n′t and n′B can be calculated:

n′A =
p( v ′ −VB)

RT′A
(36)

n′t = nA0 − n′A (37)

n′B = nB0 − n′t (38)

7. The work done by the cylinder (WA) can also be determined analytically. Since the
number of moles of gas present in the cylinder decreases as compression progresses,
the calculation considers the average between the moles present in the cylinder at the
beginning and at the end of the interval. Therefore, the expression of WA is as follows:

WA =
(nA + n′A)

2
R
(
TA − T′A

)
γ− 1

(39)
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8. Then, the work done by the gases present in the combustion chamber (WB) is:

WB = w−WA (40)

9. Once WB is known, the temperature T′B can be calculated by applying the first law
of thermodynamics:

∆UB = Q−WB (41)

cv
(
TB − T′B

)
= C

(
n′B + nB

)
−WB (42)

T′B =
WB −C(n′B + nB)

cv
− TB (43)

10. Finally, knowing T′B, a value of the pressure in the combustion chamber (p′B) can
be calculated.

p′B =
nB
′RT′B
VB

(44)

One of the conditions of the calculation is that the pressure must be the same in both
chambers. If the estimated value for the pressure p ′ is correct, it will be true that
p ′ = p′B. If it is not, the calculation must be repeated from point 3 with a different

value of p ′:
• If p ′ < p′B, p ′must be increased.
• If p ′ > p′B, p ′must be reduced.

As shown, the calculation of the final pressure of the considered interval is iterative. It
is necessary to try several values of p’ until the correct one is found. An allowable error
must be determined before an interval calculation can be considered complete. For example,
the following criteria may be used:

|p′ − p′B|
p′

< 0.001 (45)

Once the calculation of an interval is finished, the next one can be calculated. The initial
conditions of the following interval are the final conditions calculated for the previous:

p′x = px+i (46)

T′Ax = TA(x+i) (47)

T′Bx = TB(x+i) (48)

The calculation will continue until x = 1. The work done by the compression (wI)
will be the sum of the work done by the cylinder and the combustion chamber for all
the intervals.

Finally, it must be remembered that the value of TB0 had been estimated at the be-
ginning of the calculation. Once the compression calculation is finished, the cycle must
be completely resolved, adiabatically expanding the gases contained in the combustion
chamber in the volume of the cylinder, to obtain a value of TB0 closer to the true value.

T′B0 = TB1

(
p1
p0

) 1−γ
γ

(49)

If the value of TB0 obtained is very different from the value taken initially, the cal-
culation must be repeated until the difference between the value of TB0 with which the
calculation began and the value obtained at the end is less than the error that has been set as
admissible. Figure 6 shows a diagram of the calculation process of the compression cycle.
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This calculation was programmed in a Microsoft Excel workbook. Once p1, wI and T1
are known, expansion stage work (wII), absorbed heat (q) and cycle efficiency (η) can be
calculated as in the approximate method.

2.4. Approximate Method for Cycle Calculation
2.4.1. Fitted Equation for Compression Stage

Due to the complexity of calculating the compression stage of the cycle, it is advisable
to find an equation that best approximates the pressure to volume relationship at that stage.
Said equation must allow the cycle to be solved without the need to resort to computerized
means. In addition, it is desirable that the equation allows the differential equation of work
to be solved analytically to obtain the work done in the stage. Since the line drawn by the
compression stage in Figure 7 is reminiscent of a hyperbola branch, it is proposed to fit an
equation as follows:

p(v) = K0 + K1(v + K2)
K3 (50)

in which K0, K1, K2 and K3 are coefficients that will adapt the equation to the different
initial conditions: p0, TA0, rc and C. To obtain the dependence of the coefficients, it is
necessary to analyze how their value varies when one of the initial conditions changes,
maintaining the value of the others. Five different values were selected for each initial
condition, which are considered to cover the practical application range of an engine.
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Figure 7. Cycle solved with the iterative-numerical method.

The starting data will be obtained by solving the compression stage of the cycle, using
the iterative-numerical method described above, for all combinations of initial conditions.
Subsequently, an equation of the exposed form will be fitted to each combination. As a
result, a value for K0, K1., K2 and K3 can be set for the different combinations of initial
conditions. The results of the calculations carried out are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Ideal values of K0, K1, K2 and K3 for each combination of initial conditions.

p0 T0 rc C
K0 K1 K2 K3(kPa) (K) (kJ/kmol)

100 300 10 50,000 −134.7 3883 −2.350 −0.9163
120 300 10 50,000 −161.6 3942 −1.958 −0.9163
180 300 10 50,000 −242.2 4077 −1.305 −0.9163
220 300 10 50,000 −296.2 4147 −1.068 −0.9163
270 300 10 50,000 −363.4 4218 −0.870 −0.9178
120 250 10 50,000 −164.5 3448 −1.664 −0.9178
120 275 10 50,000 −163.1 3677 −1.815 −0.9114
120 300 10 50,000 −161.6 3942 −1.958 −0.9163
120 325 10 50,000 158.6 4163 −2.104 −0.9122
120 350 10 50,000 −155.9 4376 −2.247 −0.9085
120 300 5 50,000 −123.4 3207 −4.425 −0.8819
120 300 7 50,000 −142.3 3559 −2.953 −0.8979
120 300 10 50,000 −161.6 3942 −1.958 −0.9163
120 300 14 50,000 −177.7 4313 −1.341 −0.9363
120 300 20 50,000 −190.7 4711 −0.901 −0.9606
120 300 10 25,000 −136.0 3355 −1.795 −0.8833
120 300 10 35,000 −148.1 3628 −1.881 −0.8987
120 300 10 50,000 −161.6 3942 −1.958 −0.9163
120 300 10 70,000 −173.7 4257 −2.019 −0.9348
120 300 10 100,000 −184.6 4605 −2.072 −0.9568

A power curve has been fitted to each coefficient (see Appendix A). The coefficients
K0, K1, K2 and K3 are proposed to be related to the initial conditions as follows:

Kn = kn
(
p0 + y1

)z1(TA0 + y2)
z2
(
rc + y3

)z3(C + y4)
z4 (51)

Finally, the constant kn of each coefficient has been adjusted, seeking to minimize the
errors in the most important parameters of the cycle: v0, p0, p1, wI and η.

2.4.2. Cycle Resolution

The characteristic values of the cycle can be obtained from the approximate equation.
The value of v0 can be calculated from p0:

p0 = K0 + K1(v0 + K2)
K3 (52)

v0 =

(
p0 −K0

K1

) 1
K3 −K2 (53)

Afterwards, the values of the quantities at the end of the compression can be obtained:

v1 =
v0

rc
(54)

p1 = K0 + K1

(
v0

rc
+ K2

)K3

(55)

T1 =
v0p1
Rrc

(56)

Then, the value of the quantities at the end of the expansion are:

p2 =
p1
rcγ

(57)

v2 = v0 (58)
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T2 =
v0p2

R
(59)

Finally, the values of TB0 and nB0 are:

TB0 = T1

(
p1
p0

) 1−γ
γ

(60)

nB0 =
TA0

TA0 + TB0(rc − 1)
(61)

2.4.3. Obtaining Work and Cycle Efficiency

The proposed approximate equation can be integrated to solve the differential equation
of work:

dW = p dV → wI =
∫ 1

0
p dv (62)

Substituting:

wI =
∫ v1

v0

K0 + K1(v + K2)
K3dv (63)

Solving the equation:

wI =

[
K0v +

K1

K3 + 1
(v + K2)

K3+1
]v1

v0

(64)

wI = K0(v1 − v0) +
K1

K3 + 1

[
(v1 + K2)

K3+1 − (v0 + K2)
K3+1

]
(65)

As v0 = rcv1:

wI = K0v0

(
1
rc
− 1
)
+

K1

K3 + 1

[(
v0

rc
+ K2

)K3+1
− (v0 + K2)

K3+1

]
(66)

The specific work of the expansion can be obtained since it is an adiabatic expansion.

wII =
p2v2 − p1v1

1− γ
(67)

As v0 = v2:

wII =
p1v0

1− γ

(
1

rcγ
− 1

rc

)
(68)

For the calculation of the cycle efficiency, it can be considered that all the gases take
part in the combustion, so q = C. However, the error made in calculating the efficiency can
be significantly reduced if the actual value of q is calculated:

q = CnA0 = C(1− nB0) (69)

Therefore, the cycle efficiency is:

η =
wI + wII

C(1− nB0)
(70)

3. Results
3.1. Iterative-Numerical Method Results

The initial conditions shown in Table 3 were chosen to solve the thermodynamic cycle
using the iterative-numerical method described in this work.
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Table 3. Cycle initial conditions.

p0 = 100 kPa
TA0 = 300 K
rc = 7
C = 50,000 kJ/kmol

To ensure the accuracy of the results, a total of 75 different values of x were taken. The
results are plotted in Figure 7. Table 4 shows a summary of the results.

Table 4. Results obtained with the iterative-numerical method.

x v
(m3/kmol)

p
(kPa)

nA
(kmol)

nB
(kmol)

TA
(K)

TB
(K)

w
(kJ/kmol)

WA
(kJ)

WB
(kJ)

∆s
(kJ/kmol K)

0 27.77 100 0.9542 0.0458 300 1041 0 0 0 0
0.2 23.01 134 0.9389 0.0611 325 1043 −550 −510 −40 0.733
0.4 18.25 192 0.9127 0.0873 361 1050 −1312 −1196 −116 1.984
0.6 13.49 312 0.8611 0.1389 415 1073 −2474 −2190 −284 4.416
0.75 9.917 525 0.7799 0.2201 481 1138 −3914 −3325 −589 8.101
0.85 7.537 874 0.6733 0.3267 557 1276 −5516 −4466 −1050 12.54
0.92 5.871 1516 0.5325 0.4675 652 1547 −7416 −5657 −1759 17.58
0.94 5.395 1897 0.4687 0.5313 695 1704 −8222 −6106 −2116 19.54
0.96 4.919 2521 0.3828 0.6172 754 1949 −9261 −6627 −2634 21.90
0.98 4.443 3736 0.2535 0.7465 843 2388 −10,715 −7220 −3495 24.90
0.99 4.205 4928 0.1545 0.8455 913 2781 −11,736 −7514 −4222 26.82

1 3.97 7491 0 1 1028 3572 −13,177 −7701 −5472 29.27

It should be noted that the intervals in the calculation are not regular. At the beginning
of compression, the pressure increments per interval are very small, so the intervals taken
for the calculation can be larger. From about x = 0.7, the pressure starts to grow much
faster, so the intervals must be smaller. Moreover, the work done is also higher, and smaller
intervals reduce integration errors.

3.2. Approximate Method Results

The approximate method gives best results when the coefficients K0, K1, K2 and K3
are defined as follows:

K0 = −0.07798p0(362.4− TA0)
0.05902(rc − 2.976)0.1859(C− 12, 456)0.1492 (71)

K1 = 2.247p0
0.002805(TA0 − 5.111)0.8021(rc − 2.600)0.1727(C− 2949)0.2402 (72)

K2 = −5.843p0
−1(TA0 + 6.790)0.8800(rc − 0.5253)−0.9147(C− 12, 432)0.06421 (73)

K3 = −0.5037(TA0 − 1.565)−0.01223(rc + 2.394)−0.01842(C + 14, 404)0.07425 (74)

which are valid in the intervals shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Intervals of initial conditions for which the approximate method gives accurate results.

100 ≤ p0 ≤ 270 kPa
250 ≤ TA0 ≤ 350 K
5 ≤ rc ≤ 20
25,000 ≤ C ≤ 100,000 kJ/kmol

Provided that the initial conditions are within the above intervals, the difference be-
tween the results of the approximate method and the iterative-numerical method described
above is less than 12%. This error is considered assumable for calculation purposes, espe-
cially in solving exercises in the academic field. Obtaining the values of K0, K1, K2 and K3
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for the initial conditions shown in Table 3, the approximate p(v) equation of compression
stage results as follows:

p = −62.04 + 4030(v− 3.212)−1.026 (75)

Figure 8 shows the cycle resolved using both the iterative-numerical method and the
approximate method.
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Figure 8. Cycle solved with the iterative-numerical method (blue) and with the approximate method
(dotted red).

As shown in Figure 8, the results of both methods are practically the same. The
characteristic values of the cycle, obtained with both methods, are shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Cycle characteristic values calculated using the iterative-numerical method and the approxi-
mate method.

Iterative-Numerical
Method

Approximate
Method Difference

Initial volume (m3/kmol) 27.77 26.16 5.78%
Peak pressure (kPa) 7491 7733 3.23%
Compression work (kJ/kmol) −13,177 −13,357 1.36%
Expansion work (kJ/kmol) 40,188 39,088 2.77%
Absorbed heat (kJ/kmol) 47,715 47,629 0.18%
Cycle efficiency 56.64% 54.03% 4.62%

The highest difference between the methods occurs when calculating the value of the
initial volume (v0): 5.78%. Higher differences may appear when initial conditions are near
the limits of the intervals shown in Table 5. In most cases, the highest differences appear
at the initial volume, peak pressure or efficiency values. Despite the differences, the ap-
proximate method allows the cycle to be easily studied in a wide range of initial conditions.
After that, more accurate results can be obtained using the iterative-numerical method.
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3.3. Compression Stage Features

Figure 9 represents the values of nA and nB as a function of x. Since combustion, and,
therefore, heat absorption, is correlated with nB, Figure 9 shows combustion progress.
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Figure 9. Values of nA (blue) and nB (dark yellow) as a function of x during compression stage.

Figure 9 shows how the transfer of gases from the cylinder to the combustion chamber
is very slow at first, taking place especially at the end of compression. This occurs because
the gases suffer a strong increase in temperature when passing through the grille, which
increases their specific volume. This increase in volume tends to take them back to the
cylinder, limiting the amount of gases that enter the combustion chamber. In other words,
the cylinder gases are “reluctant” to enter the combustion chamber, so they do so basically
at the end of compression when VA → 0 . Only 28% of the gases in the cylinder have been
transferred when x = 0.85.

Furthermore, it is verified that the number of moles present in the combustion chamber
at the beginning of compression nB0 is very small (4.6% of the total). Therefore, the influence
of the initial value of TB0 in the calculation is also very small. Next, the values of w, WA
and WB are represented as a function of x (Figure 10).
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Figure 10. Values of w (blue), WA (orange) and WB (green) as a function of x during
compression stage.
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Figure 10 shows that the gases present in the cylinder do most of the work. The work
done in the combustion chamber is only significant towards the end of compression.

3.4. Comparison with the Otto Cycle

Comparison with the Otto cycle helps to highlight the differences in performance be-
tween a biomass-fueled engine and engines currently in service. Both cycles are represented
in a p–v diagram below (Figure 11). Initial conditions are the same for both cycles.
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Figure 11. Graphical comparison between the cycle of a biomass-fueled engine (blue) and the Otto
cycle (orange).

The characteristic values of the cycles represented in Figure 11 are shown below in
Table 7.

Table 7. Characteristic values of the cycles represented in Figure 11.

Biomass-Fueled
Engine Cycle Otto Cycle

Peak pressure (kPa) 7491 6562
Peak temperature (K) 3572 3131
Compression work (kJ/kmol) −13,177 −8881
Expansion work (kJ/kmol) 40,188 35,204
Total work (kJ/kmol) 27,009 26,323
Absorbed heat (kJ/kmol) 47,709 50,000
Cycle efficiency 56.61% 52.65%

Thus, the information in Figure 11 and Table 7 shows how both cycles (biomass-fueled
engine cycle and Otto cycle) are very similar to each other. However, there are some
differences that should be highlighted:

1. The compression work of a biomass-fueled engine cycle, in absolute value, is higher.
This is because compression and heat absorption occur at the same time;

2. The peak pressure and temperature of the biomass-fueled engine cycle are higher
than those of the Otto cycle. This is because the higher compression work heats the
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gases more during compression. As a result, at the end of compression stage, the final
temperature, and, therefore, the pressure, is higher;

3. The heat absorbed during the biomass-fueled engine cycle is less than the heat ab-
sorbed during the Otto cycle. This is because only the gases present in the cylinder
are involved in combustion. In the Otto cycle, all the gases take part in combustion,
and, therefore, the heat absorbed is higher.

However, the most interesting result appears when plotting the efficiency of both
cycles as a function of rc. Figure 12 shows that the efficiency of the biomass-fueled engine
cycle is higher than that of the Otto cycle when rc is low. The higher compression work
increases the combustion temperature and the Carnot factor. However, from a value of rc (in
this case at 14.2), the efficiency of the cycle starts to decrease because the higher compression
work is not balanced by the higher expansion work. In contrast, the efficiency of the Otto
cycle increases steadily with rc. The value of rc that maximizes the cycle efficiency is not a
fixed value. It depends on p0, TA0 and C.
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Figure 12. Efficiency of the biomass-fueled engine cycle (blue) and the Otto cycle (orange) as a
function of the compression ratio (rc).

Therefore, there is an upper limit to the cycle efficiency of a biomass-fueled engine.
For engine design, this sets a practical limit for the compression ratio, beyond which there
is no benefit.

3.5. Cycle Representation in a T–s Diagram

The representation of the cycle in a T–s diagram (Figure 13) has several peculiarities:

1. The initial temperature is different for the gases from the cylinder (0A) and for those
from the combustion chamber (0B);

2. The absorption of heat, and, therefore, the generation of entropy, occurs in the combus-
tion chamber. Therefore, line IB represents the compression stage in the combustion
chamber. The gases in the cylinder undergo adiabatic compression and remain vertical
to 0A (IA);

3. Expansion (II) is an adiabatic transformation for both chambers. Since there is no heat
exchange, the entropy does not change;
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4. Heat release (III) takes place exclusively in the cylinder. The gases in the cylinder
are swept out and replaced by fresh gases. The combustion chamber gases are not
replenished and remain at a high temperature.
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4. Conclusions

The development of biomass-fueled internal combustion engines can be a solution to
reduce the use of and dependence on fossil fuels. This work studies the thermodynamic
cycle of a biomass-fueled internal combustion engine. The cycle, which combines com-
pression and heat absorption in a single stage, was solved using an iterative-numerical
method. Then, in order to simplify the study of the cycle and obtain an equation to estimate
the work, an approximate method was proposed. Both methods result in consistent and
accurate results.

The p–v and T–s diagrams have been represented and compared with Otto cycle
diagrams. The pressure and the final combustion temperature of the biomass-fueled
internal combustion cycle are a bit higher than Otto’s. The most significate result is
that, unlike the Otto cycle, the proposed thermodynamic cycle presents an optimum
compression ratio value to obtain the highest efficiency. This fact will directly affect the
design of future biomass-fueled engines. Their combustion chambers will be larger (to
lower the compression ratio) compared to equivalent Otto or diesel engines, in order to
achieve the maximum efficiency.
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Abbreviations

γ Exponent of adiabatic transformation
η Cycle efficiency
λ Air/fuel ratio of a combustion
C Calorific value of fuel per kmol of air consumed
cp Specific heat of an ideal diatomic gas at constant pressure
cv Specific heat of an ideal diatomic gas at constant volume
const Constant
fC Combustion chamber filling factor
Kn Coefficients of the approximate equation
nA Number of moles present in the cylinder volume
nB Number of moles present in the combustion chamber
nt Number of moles transferred from the cylinder to the combustion chamber
p Pressure of the gases present in the chambers
pB Pressure obtained in the combustion chamber in the calculation
Q, q Heat
R Ideal gas constant
rc Compression ratio
S, s Entropy
TA Temperature of the gases present in the cylinder volume
TB Temperature of the gases present in the combustion chamber
U, u Internal energy
V, v Volume
VA Cylinder volume (variable volume chamber)
VB Useful volume of the combustion chamber
VC Volume of the combustion chamber
W, w Work
WA Work done by the gases present in the volume of the cylinder
WB Work done by the gases present in the combustion chamber
x Dimensionless variable indicating compression progression: 0 onset; 1 final.

The numbers or letters in brackets, as well as the subscripts of the different magnitudes, refer to
the state or transformation listed in the figures. The quantities or variables followed by a quotation
mark (‘) indicate that they correspond to the end of the integration interval considered. Extensive
quantities (Q, S, U, V, W) are usually shown in uppercase. However, when referring to a kmol of
gases, they are represented as lowercase (q, s, u, v, w).

Appendix A

This appendix shows the relations of coefficients K0, K1, K2 and K3 (found in Equation
(50)) with every single initial condition: p0, TA0, rc and C. Before proposing Equation (51)
to fit the values of the coefficients, all relations were plotted in graphs and a function was
fitted to each relation. A power function was the best option in almost all cases. Therefore,
Equation (51) was developed.

The figures in graphs are not exactly the same as in Equations (71)–(74). The exact
figures were obtained using the Excel Solver tool. The objective was to minimize the
differences between both methods. Figure A1 shows the relations of K0. As shown, K0 is
linearly dependent on p0 and fairly dependent on TA0, rc and C.
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Figure A1. Relations of K0 with: (a) p0; (b) TA0; (c) rc; and (d) C.

Figure A2 shows the relations of K1. As shown, K1 is strongly dependent on TA0, rc
and C, and slightly dependent on p0.
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Figure A2. Relations of K1 with: (a) p0; (b) TA0; (c) rc; and (d) C.

Figure A3 shows the relations of K2. As shown, K2 is inversely dependent on p0 and
rc, fairly dependent on TA0, and slightly dependent on C.
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Figure A3. Relations of K2 with: (a) p0; (b) TA0; (c) rc; and (d) C.

Figure A4 shows the relations of K3. As shown, K3 is almost independent of p0 and
slightly dependent on TA0, rc and C.
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